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Sen. Sam Ervin, of Watergate fame, will lecture at Regis 
College Fieldhouse Friday, Oct. 14. 
Vol. LX Wednesday, October 5, 1977 
Don Cook 
Catnpus Security 
Gains New Look 
By DENNIS PIMPLE 
Campus Security has 
undt;rgone a change of ap-
pearance in the past week, 
namely the addition of uni-
forms for the three regular 
Security Guards: Don Cook, 
David Burt, and Tom Krebs. 
Director Don Cook states 
that the main reason for the 
uniforms is to make the 
guard more identifiable, par-
ticularly to people coming on 
campus from outside. 
Cook states that the rea-
son that student guards 
(those not working full time) 
will not have uniforms is 
lack of funds. He said that 
the windbreakers of two 
years ago were "cheaply 
made" and wore out easily. 
He does plan, however, to 
get some sort of identifica-
tion for the student guards. 
Eight students comprise 
the temporary Security 
Force. They are Terry Bre-
dahl, Don Beveridge, Buzz 
Buzz~rio, Kevin Derby, 
George (Moon) McMullen, 
Mary (Frankie) Molskow, 
Terry O'Neill, and John 
Streicher. All are paid 
through federally supplied 
Workship money. 
Cook mentioned that one 
: of the main problems so far 
this year has been with 
student parking in fire lanes 
and restricted areas. Speci-
fically mentioned was the 
problem in the West Hall 
lot, which has far too few 
spaces for the cars. The 
major problem is that stu-
dents will not park in the 
large lot just South of the 
dorm, but rather prefer to 
park in the illegal areas. The 
procedure for parking viola-
tions is that the student is 
given three warning stickers 
and his license number is 
recorded. On a fourth viola-
tion, the violator is reported 
to the Dean of Campus Life, 
who will confront the stu-
dent with the violations. If a 
student illegally park!! after 
this, the Denver Police are 
called in and the car is 
ticketed. 
Cook notes that the park-
ing violations retrack from 
' Security's real job, which is 
to protect school property 
from damage or theft. 
"If a fire inspector were to 
come in and see the cars , 
parked in the fire lanes," 
states Cook "the school can 
be fined SSOO per car. That 
fme will be charged to the 
violating student." 
Security's _jurisdiction 
lies outside of the dorms 
unless specifically. asked for 
help by an RA or student. 
When . asked what stud-. 
ents could do to help the se-
curity problems on campus, 
he stated that if they would 
pay more attention to lock-
ing their doors when not in 
their rooms, the theft prob-
lem would be greatly reduc- . 
ed. Also students who see 
persons in the dorms that 
"obviously aren't students 
and don't belong here" are 
asked to notify R.A.'s or the 
switchboard, who can then 
get hold of security. Guards 
can be reached through the 
switchboard or by calling the 
security office at extension 
455. "I want to stress that 
students shouldn't be upset 
if the operator ·asks if the 
situation is an emergency. 
This is to weed out any crank 
calls or routine jobs from tiie 
real emergencies," says 
Cook. 
r''- mErv1n 
By PETER SARTUCCI 
• Since his retirement in 
1974, Ervin has lived in 
Morganton, North Carolina, 
at the foot of the Blue Ridge 
near the Smokies. Recently 
he returned from an extend-
ed tour of Europe, and has 
e k t 
occasionally traveled the lec-
ture circuit. 
Senator Ervin's speech is 
sponsored by the Student 
Executive Board and is the 
second speech in Regis' 
Centenary Lecture Series. 
Tickets will be available for 
$4.00 at the College Book-
store and at all Select-A-Seat 
ticket locations. For further 
information about Senator 
Ervin, call Regis at 433-
8471, ext. 287. 
Director of Community 
Relations, Bill Gable, is 
pleased to announce that 
Sam J. Ervin Jr., former 
United States Senator from 
North Carolina, will speak at 
the Fieldhouse at 8PM Fri-
day, Octover 14. The topic of 
Ervin's lecture will be cur-
rent political affairs. 
Dorm Violation Leads To Action 
While in the Senate1 Ervin 
was noted for his old fash-
ioned oratory, frequently 
spiced with historical annec-
dotes and jokes. He is most 
famous for the role he 
played in the Senate Water-
gate hearings, of which he 
was chairman. He began the 
televised hearings on a 
humorous note by appearing 
in a white suit and hat, the 
very image of an ante-
bellum, decaying Southern 
Gentleman. His pointed 
questions and refusal to be 
put off earned him the 
enmity of the Nixon Admin-
istration and the favor of the 
nation. 
By DENNIS PIMPLE 
The first major example of 
enforcement of dormitory 
rules was enacted last week 
when Lloyd Makstell, a 
freshman resident of fourth 
floor DeSmet Hall was in-
dicted for various infractions 
of dorm rules, including 
throwing "trash" out of his 
dormitory window. 
Last week it is reported 
that Lloyd went before Mary 
Lynn Pulley, Resident Direc-
tor of DeSmet, for a hearing 
on the matter. Ms. Pulley 
decided at that time to 
suspend the student for his 
conduct. 
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Makstell then had two 
options of appeal; either to 
the Student Senate Judicial 
Board, or to Director of 
Student Life Terry Soley. 
His appeal to Dr. Soley was 
Monday. At press time, the 
final decision as to whether 
Makstell will be suspended 
or not has not been made. 
This first incident will be 
landmark in the eyes of 
many students, as it will 
indicate the degree that the 
rules will be enforced for the 
year. According to Pat Walt-
er, R.A. on the wing where 
Makstell resides, the ruling 
has already had some effect 
on other students as it has 
opened their eyes to the fact 
that infractions of the dorm 
rules are being paid atten-
tion to and acted upon. He 
reports that the dorm has 
quieted down in the past 
week. 
Dr. Sol(;y refrained from 
commenting on the specific 
incident pending appeal, 
in the interest of contiden-
tiality , but did comment on 
discipline on the campus in 
general. Soley reports that 
feedback from R.A.'s and 
Jesuits indicates that the 
environment this year is 
"vastly improved" from the 
previous year. He also said 
that he felt that the majority 
of- students want change in 
the atmosphere of the dorm, 
and it is a small minority of 
students causing the distur-
bances. 
Soley concluded by stating 
that he was willing to • 'take 
the heat" for enforcing the 
dorm rules , and that he 
hoped that eventually the 
students themselves would 
learn to be respectful to each 
other. 
Mary Lynn Pulley states 
that the first two weeks of 
school there was a high 
degree of damage, but that 
the past week has calmed 
down . She credited the Jud-
icial process and supportive 
R.A. 's for this increase of 
control. Pulley indicated that 
the parameters she was 
working under was the pro-
tection of students rights 
and property and that within 
those parameters the dorm 
policies would be enforced. 
Shoo-Fly Sponsors Sunshine 
By CATHY MONEK 
"Little Mary Sunshine" is 
steadily progressing towards 
its production in Central 
City. The play tells the story 
of a waif-like Colorado_ girl 
who was raised by Indians in 
the wilds of the Rocky 
Mountains and who grows 
up to be like her full name: 
full of sunshine. The plot is 
complicated by her love for 
the romantic "Captain. Big 
Jim" Warrington when he is 
sent on a dangerous mission 
to capture the notorious 
"Yellow Feather" who is 
stalking the mountains. Of 
course , he is by "tribal 
custom' ' and musical 
comedic coincidence, Little 
Mary's step-brother. There 
are Indians, music reminis-
cient of Rudolpf Friml, 
dance routines which will 
not stop, and enough laughs 
for the whole family. · 
A special shuttle bus is 
available free for students of 
the college. The bus will run 
every night of the perfor-
mance and is capable of 
carrying 49 passengers. Car 
pools will also be arranged if 
the buses get full . You can 
make reservations for the 
bus when you buy the tickets 
in the Bookstore. Non-stu-
dents will be charged $1.00 
extra to ride the bus. 
This year, the stage set-
ting has been planned by 
Tom Reisseg, a technical 
d irector from Chacago's 
Goodman Theatre. When 
asked about the amount of 
time put into the drafts and 
construction of the · stage, 
Tom replies, "Oh, Good 
Lord. I can't begin to count 
the hours.'' Tom, with six 
crew members, has been 
working night and day for 
the past three weeks. 
The construction must be 
completed by October 9th. It 
will all then be moved by 
truck and set up in Central 
City. Because the Theatre, 
Teatro della Strada, is 
shared with the Regis High 
School, the crew has only a 
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Capt. "Big Jim" Warington (Brain Burke) tells Littl~- M:~Y 
Sunshine (Tina La Greca) that she is the " fairest flower" in all 
of Colorado. 
limited time to work in it. 
Tennessee sends a word to 
all who are interested, 
"Help!" 
The play will be )leld at 
The Shoo--Fly Saloon in Cen-
tral City. Scheduled dates are 
October 12th, 13th, 15th, 
19th, 20th. 21st and the 
22nd at 8:00 P.M. 
Local Charity Needs Help 
toys. 
3. People to repair, mend, 
and clean toys at the work-
shops. Workshop locations 
are in the Henderson, North-
glenn and Westminster 
areas. 
CEC Presents 
There is a new project 
happening in Adams County 
-it's a Santa Claus Shop. 
The goal of this project is to 
provide free toys and gifts at 
Christmas for the many 
underprivileged children in 
Adams County. Hs trJ• g '' The aim of the Santa n S Claus Shop is principally 
that of restoring donated 
toys to a usable condition. 
Individuals and merchants 
are encouraged to provide 
donations or contributions. 
4. Committees to assist in 
the Administration of the 
Santa Claus Shop. 
The only criteria for be-
coming involved in this pro-
ject is interest. The rewards 
will speak of themselves as 
you can imagine the glow 
and happiness on children's 
faces on Christmas Day, 
1977. 
In Dayton Memorial 
Tonight in Dayton Memor-
ial Library, the Regis Cultur-
al Events Commitee pre-
sents the Norwood String 
Quartet, playing music to 
relax by. The entertainment 
begins at 8:00 PM. During 
intermission Carol Mauss, 
whose paintings are current-
ly on display in the library, 
will be available for ques-
tions. 
The event is free and open 
to all members of the Regis 
community. Refreshments 
will be served. 
[SEE STORY PAGE 2] 
The Santa ~laus Shop 
needs volunteers to assist in 
the following areas: 
1. Donations of repairable 
toys, games, dolls, books 
and sporting goods. 
2. Individuals to assist in 
and 
Please contact Huberta 
Hill, Santa Claus Shop Co-
ordinator, at 659-2633, if you 
would like to be involved in 
this 
I 
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CEC Encouraged By Success 
Heartened by an entus· 
iastic response to its Sep-
tember 22 showing of a 
Mark Brothers' classic Room 
Service, the Cultural Events 
committee announced its 
schedule of three more films 
in the Classic Film Series: 
Woody Allen's Caa.lno Roy .. 
ale, a spoof of the James 
Bond tllrillers, will be shown 
Thursda~, October 27 at 8 
PM in Ute Loyola A V room. 
The .AfrkaD Qaeea, an all-
time favorite starring Hum-
phrey Bogart and Kathryn 
Hepburn, is slated for Tues-
day, November 8 at 8 PM. 
The mini-series will close 
with a French classic, Shoot 
the Plano Player, directed by 
Francois Truffaut whose 
Jules auid Jim and The WUd 
ChUd are known to legions 
of American devotees of 
French cinema. Plano Play-
er is scheduled for Tuesday, 
November 29 at 8 PM. 
"We hope to choose films 
with a wide popular ap· 
peal," said series director 
Dr. David Mather, "but at 
the same time we want our . 
choices to reflect the goals of 
the Cultural Events Commit-
tee." 
First in a series of musical 
performances designed to 
enhance the cultural life at ' 
ltegis is the chamber music 
concert featuring the Nor· 
wood String Quartet at 8 PM 
today in the Dayton Memori-
al Library. Billed as "music 
to relax by,'' selections 
chosen by the quartet in-
clude music of Borodin, 
Mozart and Dvorak. The 
'Norwood String Quartet, 
CDC Wants You 
The University of Iowa has 
requested permission of the 
Career Development Center 
for a campus visit on Mon-
day, November 7, 1977. 
The purpose of this visit is 
to locate and advise minority 
students about various grad-
uate and professional degree 
programs offered at the 
University of Iowa. Although 
the greatest concern of this 
visit will be with students: 
whq have attained second 
I 
semester junior status and 
above, any interested stu-
dent is able to talk to the 
representative, Edward llde-
fonso, Jr. 
Any Regis student who is 
interested should contact the 
Career Development Center 
in Room 210 of the Student 
Center immediately. The 
Center needs to know if 
there is sufficient interest 
among the student body to 
warrant 'this important visit. 
composed of members of the 
Boulder Symphony, has 
play.ed as an ensemble. for 
the past two years. D1ana 
Oldsen and Susan Hall, 
violinists, are joined by Gail 
Shimmin, viola, and Mar-
garet Smith, . cello. 
"We hope to ext!lblish a 
light, informal atmosphere 
at our evening musicals," 
explained Dr ,. ~argaret 
McDonald, chairman of the 
Cultural Events Committee. 
' .'That's one reason why we 
chose the library as our 
setting. We hope to present 
music that. provides a pleas-
ant background for' reading 
or studying. We hope no 
students will be scared off 
by the thought of 'heavy' 
classical music." 
An added attraction at the 
evening concert will be the 
reception held for Denver 
artist Carol Maus, ·M.F.A., 
whose abstract paintings will 
hang in the Library from 
October 2"8. Ms. Maus will 
be on hand Wednesday , 
October 5 during the concert 
to discuss her work with the 
concert g~rs. 
PXE Going Strong 
By PETER SARTUCCI 
The brothers of Rho Chi 
Sigma (PXE) have s~arted · 
the year off with a string of 
successful ventures. 
The Plant Sale held on the 
Quad in front of the Student 
Center last Thursday and 
Friday was a surprising 
moneymaker. Plantations, 
Inc., a Denver greenhouse 
that specializes in coopera-
tive arrangements, and PXE 
concluded with over $1,000 
in sales. 
lounge gleaned ten prospec-
tive pledges, mostly fresh-
men but some upperclass-
men and transfers, too. 
Tomorrow, Thursday Oct. 
6 at 8:00, the men will put 
themselves on the auction 
block at Colorado Women's 
College (CWC). The Slave 
Sale, borrowed from NPE, 
will start the biddinB at 
$5.00 for a Saturday's work. 
After the sale the women of 
ewe are . throwing a party 
for their new acquisitions. 
Future plans include a 
Fraternity: Function at the 
house of . dentist Zarlengo, 
brother to the campus ·Doc· 
tor and a former PXE broth· 
er, this Friday evening, Oct. 
7. 
Steve Martln~olden Earrlnfi*Sieel~ J)an 
The Sting, while "Not as 
successful as we had 
hoped," according to Greg 
Macaluso, averages $50-60 a 
week, split evenly between 
the winner and the Frat. 
Greg hopes that the confer-
ence games will draw more 
activity. 
The pledging night and 
cocktail Jlarty held last Wed-
nesday in third floor West 
The Fall Road Rally is 
tentatively scheduled for 
Oct. 22 with a new course 
and a dance at the end. Will 
the affair be casual? Says 
Greg Mac, "Quite." 
By TONY LEE 
Again, I will attempt to 
review some new alubums 
worthy of attention. I review 
these albums simply to help 
you in your choices when 
you _walk into a record store, 
not to set a standard you 
should or should not follow. 
I consider this column a 
guide to what is new and 
how they play. 
Steve Martin: 
"Let's Get Small" 
would say that Steve 
Martin is one of those rising 
young comedians with a iot 
going for him, but he is 
already there. Steve has 
hosted such programs as the 
" Tonight Show" and "Sat-
urday Night Live" and has 
shown that his type of 
humor is greatly needed and 
appreciated by the comic 
audience of today. The com-
edians who followed in 
Lenny Bruce's path, such as 
George Carlin, Cheech & 
Cong, and others, are al-
ready using old material and 
simply cannot convey their 
great comical ideas any-
more. In this void, Steve 
Martin has taken over. 
"Let's Get Small," Martin's 
new albuin which is also his 
first, is chocked full of 
goodies which have· become 
favorites from his television 
appearances. The " Ramblin 
Man" sketch is done to 
perfection; "Mad At MY 
Mother" is great, and of 
course, the " Let's Get 
Small" cut is hilarious. For 
those of you who never 
heard of Steve Martin, his 
humor is amazing, and for 
those of you who know of 
Steve Martin , the album is 
now on sale. Grade: A 
Golden Earring; "Live" 
This album can best be 
described in one word: mon· 
otonous. The music of Gold-
en Earring has never really ; 
turned me on and this new : 
live album does nothing to 
change that. If I was watch-
ing Golden Earring in con-
cert and my head was 
somewhere else, then I 
would probably get into their 
steady. beat and fair vocals. 
But to sit and listen to the 
Earring, especially on a live 
album, is a chore. "Radar 
Love," the groups big hit, is 
stretched out over twelve 
minutes and has its good 
points, but the rest of the 
album goes on and on with 
no end in sight. Nice try, 
though. Grade C-
Steely Dan: Aja 
Steely Dan's tunes up to 
now have ranged from super 
to mediocre. Check the new 
album "Aja" under the 
super column. After the 
disappointing album " Royal 
Scam,'' it is good to hear 
Steely Dan returning to the 
basic sounds in search for 
their musical style. "Aja" is 
a mixture of jazz, R & B, 
disco and rock, in a package 
that keeps moving along 
with the beat. Donald Fagen 
and Walte r Becher have 
kept Steely Dan together 
through-all the rough years 
and the ir , writ ing ability 
sh ines trough tunes like 
((Black Cow/ ' "Peg," and 
"Home At Last." The addi-
tion of Tom Scott on the 
album puts some sharp cuts 
of sax on what would have 
been a virtually brassless 
album. Enough praise can-
not be said for "Aja" and I 
"Scotchman" Closing 
Marks End of an Era 
Daryl Hall's solo album ... 
The Souther-Hillman-Furay 
Band are back together and 
will have a new album out 
within the month .. . Randy 
Meisner -quit the Eagles 
after a few rounds of fisti-
cuffs with lead man, Glenn 
Frey ... Linda Ronstadt will 
have a television special 
soon ... The Flying Burrito 
Brothers have changed their 
name to Sierra . .. Keith Ri-
chard is in a New York 
hospitaf trying to kick the 
heroin habit . .. New Al-
bums: Randy Newman, 
Bette Midler, Gladys 
Knight, Edgar. Winter, Lou . 
Reeq, Walter Egan, Steve 
Miller (already), Smokey 
Robinson, Diana Ross .. . 
Tours: Bob Seeger, ChiCago, 
Yes, Frank Zappa, Rush, 
Bee Gee's, Jethro Tull . .. 
By STEVEN ZUCAL 
will now be able to await 
their new album with hope. 
after the grooves on this 
album grow old after con-
stant play. Grade: A 
BaH Notes . . . 
Hall & Oates will be 
coming to the Regis Field-
house on November 3; the 
tour corresponds with the 
new album by the team. andl 
Sat. Oct. 8 
Sun. Oct. 9 
Wed. Oct. 12 
Sat. Oct. 22 
Sun. Oct. 30 
Mon. Oct. 31 
Thurs. Nov. 3 
Sat. Nov. 12 
Mon. Dec. 5 
Mon. Dec. 12 
Concert Calendar 
Steve Miller 
Grateful Dead 
Shakni/ McLaughlin 
Pablo Cruise 
Nugent/Nazareth 
Parliament Funkadelic 
Hall & Oats. 
Steve Martin 
Rod Stewart 
Dolly Parton 
McNichols Arena 
McNichols Arena 
Macky Aud/Bould. 
Macky Aud/Bould. 
McNichols 
.McNichols 
Regis Fieldhouse 
Macky Aud/Bould. 
McNichols 
Regis Feildhouse 
The Scotchman Motor 
Restaurant will close its 
doors Tuesday night, Oct. 
11, ending 28 years of 
service. 
·According to Carl Cer-
veny, owner and operator of 
the Scotchman, "Our analy-
sis of future economic trends 
indicates that car service, as 
we know it, will become a 
thing of the past." 
The Scotchman, located at 
4960 N. Federal, is noted for 
its departure from tradition-
al restaurant characteristics, 
and serves such items as 
''Horrible Burgers,'' 
"S-loppy Malts," and 
"Choking Cokes." 
A memorabilia auction 
will be held in the parking 
lot, beginning at noon on 
sunday, Oct. 16. Items to be 
auctioned include plastic 
outside menus, shields, 
plaques, 'SO's Scotch Oub 
decals , and "Cool Radio" 
tapes from the restaurant's 
own 'SO's radio station. Free 
soft drinks will be served to 
those attending, and other 
items to be offered will 
include wooden nickels, old 
paper menus, and other 
memorabilia. 
Soon thereafter, the 
Scotchman will be torn 
down, and then replaced by 
a Wendy's hamburger 
chain, marking the passing 
of an era. 
\-A Blast From The Past-l 
The more things change 
the more they stay the same. 
Witness th~ Ft. Lewis Coll-
ege student attempting to 
prove that students today 
are every bit as silly as 
students of years gone by: 
Ft. Lewis College INDE-
PENDENT Sept. 23, 1977: 
Outdoor Lifers Meet Tonight 
"Last Friday, while the cafe· 
terias were serving fish, 
Shawn Edwards had a differ· 
ent kind of fish for dinner. 
Shawn, while standing on 
the balcony outside of Sny· 
der Hall, swallowed 21 gold· 
fish in ten minutes. 
By STEVE RASMUSSEN 
Have you ever wanted to 
leap tall buildings with a 
single bound? Would you 
like to be faster than a 
speeding bullet? Does your 
mother wear army boots? 
Well, here's your chance. 
What? Join the Outdoor Life 
Club and get high on Colo-
rado! Come to the meeting 
tonight in West Hall Lounge 
at 9:00 PM. The Outdoor 
Life group, headed by co-
coordinators Chip Huber and 
Kevin Kucera, will be dis-
cussing a camping trip sche-
duled for this weekend. 
Chip and Kevin are quick 
to point out that a lot of 
students chose Regis Col-
lege because of the nearby 
mountains . Yet , most of 
them do not go out and 
enjoy them. They make a 
few trips up to ski areas and 
that is it. The main purpose 
of the Outdoor Life Club is 
to promote outdoor outings 
for the students. 
The Club is planning sev-
eral activities this year. They 
plan to do some camping, 
back-packing, fishing, swim-
ming, and cross-country ski-
ing. They also hope to do 
some tubing on St. Mary's 
Glacier , possibly some sky-
diving, and repelling from 
mountains . 
Do not let a lack of 
equipment keep you from 
joining the club . They can 
get you discounts on equip-
ment through the organiza-
tion. 
The Outdoor Life Club 
would like to thank all those 
who ·patronized their party 
last Friday night in West 
Hall . They need more peo-
ple , too, so stop by the 
meeting tonight and find out 
more about it. If you have 
any question please contact 
Kevin in 114 West, or Chip 
in ,114 O'Connell. 
'Approximately 75 stu-
dents gathered to watch the 
event. Shawn 's friends and 
supporters Aron Kriss, Gary 
Maxwell , and Tony Gira 
mingled through the crowd 
to take donations to pay for 
the goldfish . Shawn was said 
to have done it on a dare. 
"It feels weird ," said 
Shawn when asked about the 
incident. "I felt O.K. until 
the last one." 
"Afterwards, he quickly re· 
tired to his dorm to get 
something to quiet his jump· 
ing stomach." 
L_ife i~ an elusive quantity. That which we seek often 
bes nght before our eyes. People are funny in that our 
7xpectations ?f life are the veil that hides it from us, yet 
mstead of bemg open to our experiences we seek more 
definition of life and further camoflage ~he obvious. In 
''Listlessness, '' a young author searches for his topic 
and misses the story. 
LISTLESSNESS 
"Dad, don't you have any idea of what I co~ld write 
about?" 
"Once and for all, NO!! You're the one taking the 
class, not me. Now scram." 
Gordan trudged slowly up the stair. He had a 
composition due tomorrow morning. "I'll get up early 
tomorrow," he thought. However, he knew he wouldn't 
and couldn't drag himself out of bed to do a paper. "I'll 
do it in study hall," he consoled himself. However, he 
knew this, too, wouldn't happen. He probably wouldn't 
feel like it. Besides, he'd promised a game of foosball to 
the guys. Well, he'd best do it now. 
He sat at his desk with his chair tilted back. He 
stared at the blank sheet. The blue lines crossed each 
other and floated on the paper. Slowly, a yellowish spot 
formed. He squinted at it as it floated to the edge of the 
paper. He looked at the center. The spot jumped back. 
He stared hard at the middle, but the spot moved again. 
He watched the spot gather speed.and rush off the edge 
to his d~k.~GQtaan sigl\~Jf":.apcJ ptjfi,k~4 a.little:'H'e' could, 
see a fuzzy film come over his smarting eyes. He 
squinted a bit until the liquid was nearly over-flowing. 
Then he blinked several times to get rid of the tears and 
the yellow spot. He pressed his tongue lightly against 
the roof of his mouth, feeling every depression, every 
crevasse, every detail and the dryness. He explored the 
series of lumps on the top and the slimey, slippery, soft 
bottom. He felt the liver-like cheeks and the bony gums. 
Then he ran his tongue across the top of his teeth. He 
tasted the gummy grime and trapped particles of food 
from supper. Listlessly, he stood up and stretched. He 
reached high until he could feel every muscle, bone, 
and cell strain upward. Then he went out of his room to 
the kitchen. He opened the cabinet. Twenty $lasses 
confronted him. He gazed at them for a moment and 
then took one and held it to the light. Directly under the 
rim, nearly invisible, was a tiny smudge. He replaced 
the glass and chose another. He examined it at all 
angles. Then, at the bottom, he perceived a particle of 
dried soap clinging to the glass. The next he scrutinized 
very carefully. It sparkled and didn't boast a hint of 
foreign matter. After one final glance, he turned the 
cold tap on. For a moment, he watched the rushing, 
splattering water. Then he placed his glass under it. He 
watched the bubbles go higher and faster and the air 
.packets turn and rush as if they were playing 
hide-and-go-seek. The sound was similar to that of the 
rapids in a small creek. It was a hollow, forceful sound. 
Suddenly, the liquid spilled over. It ran through his 
fingers and under his nails. He felt a single trickle run 
down his palm to his forearm. He watched another turn 
and tumble over his knuckles and down the back of his 
hand. It sounded somewhat like a waterfall now, he 
thought. He listened to the soft pattering for a few 
seconds. Then, he slowly turned the tap down until it 
was a mere dribble. Th_en he turned the faucet off. He 
watched the bubbles cling to the edge and quickly liurst 
one by one. Slowly, he raised the glass to his lips and 
allowed some of the clear liquid to trickle past. It 
weeped through his. teeth and about his tongue. He 
could taste the bitter-sweet chlorine. It seemed to 
dissolve into his tongue and gums. He could almost feel 
the coolness in his jawbone. He tilted his head back. 
The water rushed over his tongue and down his throat. 
Choking, he righted his head and swallowed. He cou~d 
picture it hurrying down his esophagus and into h1s 
stomach. He drained the remaining contents of the 
glass. He sighed and smacked his lips. 
His mind drifted back to the present problem. 
Perhaps his mother could suggest something. She was 
reading when he entered the den. " Mom, any 
suggestions for my paper?" 
"Sorry, dear. Why don't you ask yo?r father?" . 
Gordon returned to his room. He picked up a comic 
book and thought, ''I'll do it during my study hall.'' 
•. -tr . ·. 
'Cr. 
Ubiquity, these four pages before you, is the literary supplement to the BROWN & 
GOW. It has been scheduled for five printings throughout the year. Ubiquity was 
created to give an outlet for expression to the Regis Student, whether a writer or an 
artist, a f!laywright or a poet. -:4nyone affiliated with the Regis commurlity is welcome 
to c~ntnbute whatever "!'atenal they would like. All submissions will be graciously 
recewed and all effort Wlll be made to insure their publication. 
The idea that Ubiquity holds of a "literary contribution" is a very general one. The 
only real specification is that it be written. For that matter it needn't be in any 
language _tha~ everyone can un~erstand. All that is necessary is that it be original 
and you like lt enough to have lt printed. 
To give coherence to each of Ubiquity's printings, topics have been chosen to 
thematize each issue. The topics are:Religion, Nature, Emotion, Liberal Arts, and 
Fantasy. Each of these topics allows considerable range for the imagination and 
critical faculties, enough that just about anything you write will fit into one category 
or another. The theme for this issue is Fantasy. 
Concerning the question of what Ubiquity means, well, that's another story . .. 
Puffs of steam and other colored gasses issued from the pit and strange thick 
scents flavored the air. Sandy stood respectfully to one side. Many times he had 
heard tales of the oracle, but until now, they had usually been meant to frighten and 
entertain young children. Now, as he stood before the old man, he was more curious 
than fearful. 
Slowly, the ancient frame bent to the ground from his granite throne and picked up 
the sandalwood tablet that lay there. He looked at the symbol that it bore, and then 
gently placed it on his lap, gazing off into the misty air. 
Sandy shuffled his feet where he stood, trying to be patient, Finally, fearing that 
the oracle would not speak and he would have to leave, he asked, "What does it 
mean?" 
The oracle slowly turned his withered face toward Sandy, and he saw the eyes that 
had seen all there was to see. The oracle touched the tablet, and said "It says 
Ubiquity." 
"I beg your pardon?" asked Sandy, confused. "I don't understand." 
"It is a strange shapeless being whose existance is known to very few," spoke the 
oracle. "Slowly the form that will be known as Ubiquity is taking shape, though it is 
still nebulous and indistinct. Certain aspirations are providing guidance to its 
formation. 
"Like would-be stars in a gaseous galaxie, it will coalesce into a shape of its own, 
taking on whatever qualities and appearances are natural for it. When it has formed, 
it will not be any one thing, and singly entity, for very long. That's not it's essence. 
It will change and mutate, flow and conform to assume the shape of whatever force 
pushes against it or tries to contain it. An aquiescent Proteus of shapes and 
messages, Ubiquity is plasticity. 
"The images th~t a mirror gives are facets of a world apart from itself. To that 
world, the mirror is invisible, or at least indistinct. The mirror's purpose is not to 
claim an existance of it's own, but to provide an image to whomever or whatever is 
within it's range. What is a mirror without light or an observer? 
"Ubiquity is an ellusive goal that has inspired man since the beginnings of his 
time. It will never be realized, for it only exists as a goal. It stands on a pedestal of 
wonder and frustration, sometimes goading it's adherants on, sometimes nurturing 
them, sometimes slapping them doWn with hopelessness and despair. It cannot be 
ignored, it will forever induce man to seek it, and is at the base of all actions and 
desires. 
''Time, when it is seen as the one eternal istant that it is, affirms the presence of 
Ubiquity. When you look past the farthest star, you will see that there is no limit, no 
end, to the universe that we inhabit. That is Ubiquity. Even the most simple 
geometric shape, after it has been analyzed and charted, explored and given 
formulation, measured and observed for centuries, still will show no sign of being 
exausted of information. Still it will be limitless, without end. That is Ubiquity. 
"To define Ubiquity, to try to give it a substantive identity, to say that it is this 
and such, and nothing more, is to betray it's nature. It is and will be nothing less 
than everything. 
"Creativity and love are man's link to Ubiquity. Both are manifestations of the 
same essence, separated only by the purposes to which it is applied. As you might 
have noticed already in your young life, constraints on either love or creativity tends 
to alter the delicate spirit that lives in each. By surrendering to the creative urge, 
Ubiquity is unveiled. 
"You have asked what Ubiquity is. It is you, and whatever you wish it to be. Let 
your dreams form it' into whatever form they might.'' 
The otacle's fervent manner receded, and all Sandy could hear was the soft hiss of 
the vapors as they rose from the cavern behind the old man. 
J 
Fajry tales have ~or a long time been the medium of the 
wzsdom of mankmd, besides being enjoyable. Here we 
have a modern tale of bravery and courage shoats a~ 
watermites, wizards and. elves, where the ~ood people 
must challenge the dark forces of magic to survive. 
PROLOGUE: Day One of the Bleak Years 
Gar looked down at his victim with a sigh of resignation. 
"After all these years, it finally comes to this. Endings are so 
anti-climactic, be they victories or defeats. Don't you agree?" 
The old, white haired man he was speaking to looked up 
from the wound whence flowed his life's blood. His eyes had 
an emptiness of lifelessness to them already. His face was 
etched in pain and perhaps a whisper of pity. 
"Come now," the dark sorcerer above him sneered. "Have 
you no final words, no fitting epitath that will be remembered 
for years to come? Are you going to die speechless? That is not 
like you, Balinor. Preachings and speeches have always been 
your trait in the past. Three times three score years we have 
battled. We are old adversaries, you and I. After so much time 
of conflict, I've acquired somewhat of an affection for you. We 
are so much alike, both have a cause more precious than life 
itself. A pity my power proved greater." He sighed again and 
turned away, "Ah well, to work. I've been set back two 
hundred years, but my time has finally come. Good riddance to 
you." 
Gar strode to the staircase and began his af!cent without 
another word. The old wizard watched him rise out of sight 
and then with a gleam in his eye and a tight smile on his 
ancient-lined face he slumped his head forward and died. 
I: KIT 
It was the deepest he had ever gone into the mire, and his 
curiosity was slowly becoming buffered by fear. He 'waded 
through one of the numerous stagnant ponds with a stealth 
only the elfin-folk possessed. He was sure that no creature of 
the swamp would e"ven be disturbed by his swift passage, but 
the anxiety that had settled in his stemach for the last hour 
refused to leave. 
"A few more minutes," Kit whispered to himself,. "then 
I'll turn back." 
He sloughed through the pond and onto a bar that was 
perhaps twenty feet wide. On the other side ran a stream, one 
of the many tributaries of the River Rosen, which flowed out of 
the forbidden land of Shoat. Its waters had been defiled some 
three hundred years ago by the wizard who controlled the 
land, and still they would not run clean. Kit veered away from 
the stream, heading South to a lake of somewhat purer water. 
He speculated to himself that he was perhaps the first elf to 
journey this far into the mire in many years. The swampland 
held little interest to most elfin-folk, they being content with 
the sun and green meadows of the valley . Not so Kit. His mind 
was always reaching out beyond the place of his birth, to the 
unexplored lands of the South and North. 
Suddenly he saw the goal of his search. There, about fifty 
yards along the bank of the lake, knelt a fairy. She was gazing 
into the clear waters of 'the lake in serene introspection, com-
pletely unaware of the elf's int~usion. 
Kit captured his breath in amazement. Never before had he 
seen a creature of such beauty. She was perhaps eight inches 
high, clothed in translucent fabrfcs which wound their way 
around her in an intricate pattern. Her hair was honey blonde, 
and fluttered wispily in the cool wind. Her features were petite 
and lovely, a most wondrous being indeed. Kit silently hid 
himself in the bushes, so as not to disturb this creature of an 
age gone by as he studied her in awe. 
The fairy started at some noise to her left and jumped to her 
feet in an instant. Stretching the membraned wings that had 
been folded. across her back in her repose, she leapt into the 
air and flew in a straight path directly at kit. Kit stared in 
amazement as she caught sight of him and rose another five 
feet to avoid collision with his head. He caught a look of great 
urgency in her eyes as she passed him and flew into the 
slender birch trees of the mire. 
With but a moments hesitation to check in the direction 
opposite of the fairy's flight, Kit found himself chasing after 
the winged being as if it were he that she was fleeing from. 
And perhaps it now was him from whom she was escaping 
.he reflected. He decided it was his duty to try to catch up to 
·the creature and assure her that he meant no harm. Besides, it 
would give him a chance to actually speak to her. 
As the trees got thicker, the fairy had to check her flight, 
allowing Kit to steadily gain on her. She was a few scant 
yards ahead of him as she approached a graf!SY glen about 
twenty feet in diameter. Kit burst into the opening and 
stopped abruptly, gazing about himself incredulously. All 
around the treeless ring were fairies of the same type as the 
one hehad been chasing. Males and females alike held spears, 
swords, and other weapons. Hundreds of sharp spears and 
arrow points were aimed at him from all about. Straight ahead 
of him, sitting in a low branch, was the fairy whom he had 
been chasing, her face showing great mirth, her breast rising 
and falling rapidly from her flight. 
A long bearded fairy fluttered forward until he was two feet 
from Kit's head. He carried a sword that was four inches long, 
brandishing it at Kit as if it were a battle ax ten times it size. 
He stared at the elf with squinted eyes. "You are ... elf?" 
Kit found himself dumbfounded at what was obviously the 
king of this race_. He nodded slowly, his mouth dropped open 
in amazement. 
"You are .. . Kit?" 
Kit found himself again nodding in the affirmative. 
"Then it is done," the King exclaimed, waving his sword in 
the air. "The time has come." 
Kit finally regained his voice and inquisitiveness. "What are 
you talking about?" he asked the being. 
The King looked at him and laughed, "That, my fine elf, 
you shall see." 
n:aAR 
He starred out the tower window over the barren land of his 
rule. Three centuries was a long time, even for one of the First 
Race. He had molded this land in terror and black enchant-
ments. He had waged all, and won. But of late there was an 
unrest in the land, and unrest he didn't like. And now the 
news from the South was that the middle earth beings were 
stirring from their. abodes, setting forth across the wide world. 
Most unusual. 
He turned again to his messenger, a being of his own 
creation, black and bat-like. "And is there anything else?" he 
sneered. ' 
The creature gave a series of growled snuffles' that indicated 
a negative answer. 
Gar stared at the creature in fury, his eyes seemingly 
burning through its gnarled form. "Then away! I have work to 
do!" 
He swirled his black robes about him and stode to the stair-
case, descending them with a slowness that indicated the 
several centuries he had lived. Even for one of his race, he was 
old indeed, and his use of foul enchantments had made him 
older still. 
He wound his way down to the dungeon, where his reign as 
Lord of Shoat had begun so many years before. There in the 
center of the room was the bones of Balinor, his gfeatest foe. 
. They were bleached white and crumbling with age, and Gar 
asked as he stepped over them, "This is the folly of white 
wizards," he thought to himself, "To die and be gnawed b 
rats for eternity." He said it not in mirth, but in a realizat/ 
that he too, would meet a similar end. on 
Gar stopped at a fetid pool that dripped down from tbe 
ceiling to the dungeon. Muttering enchantments under his 
- breath, he passed his arm thrice over the dark waters and 
stared deep into the center of the pool. The water swirled 
about, making a picture of the future for the wizard to inspe t 
The waters shifted for some time without forming itself a~d 
then finally gave off a dull glow from its center. Gar ' 
straightened himself with a start• and turned from the sight. 
"Elves!" He spat. "After all this time, damnable ELVES!!!!" 
He shook his gnarled fist in rage at the air. "This is YOUR 
doing!!!" he screamed shrilly, pointing at the skeleton in the 
center of the room. With a massive leap he landed a square 
into the heap of bones and kicked with a savage fury. The 
bones crumbled to dust and swirled all about the dark wizard 
as he stamped and raged. "You will see! You will see! No 
thrice-damned elves will take my Kingdom! YOU SHALL 
SEE!! ! '' he shrieked, leaping up the staircase. 
Behind him the dust settled and the only sound was tbe 
placid dripping of the water. into the pool. 
m: AtTURIUS 
Kit straightened bp from his sleeping place at the foot of the 
tree. -Two week's travel had brought him and the fairy-warrior 
Acturius to the edge of Shoat, an unsavory land at best. 
He carried with him an amulet, tear shaped and emerald in 
color. He knew little of the mission, only that, for the sake of 
the world (or so said Rangid, the king), he must deliver tbis 
necklace to the castle of the wizard. From there Acturius 
would do whatever else was necessary, a subject the warrior 
had refrained from speaking about since the start of the 
journey. 
Indeed, the fairy had had little to say at all for the past few 
days. He had not wanted to be chosen for this task, preferring 
instead to be a part of the great war party which now formed 
to the East. But RanQ"id had chosen him as guide and guardian 
of the elf, and he had performed his task well. Only once had 
they been seen on the journey, and that spy had been killed 
immediately on discovery. There was little chance that the 
Shoat-Lord knew of the coming, and their mission was surely 
still a mystery to his "scheming mind. 
Much had happened in the time that had passed. The men 
of the Shoat had begun forming weapons, as a new leader 
among them, a man who spoke of usurping the Shoat Wizard 
with force of arms and to rule their own lives. Fires roared 
from the Wizard's Tower all of the time, and rumors flowed 
that Gar was creating an army of his own to fight the as-
sembling men. 
And not less ~ormidable, fairies by the thousands were 
flying to Shoat, and not even Gar himself dared laugh at the 
threat of the little poeple. Little was the same as when Kit had 
stumbled on to the meeting of the meadow-mites, as the 
fairies called themselves. How much still to change was yet to 
be seen. · 
Slinging his supply pack once again on his back, Kit 
followed Acturius for the final journey, to the foot of the castle 
of Shoat. 
Suddenly a shriek above him forced his eyes skyward. There 
a batlike creature swept down upon them, saliva dripping from 
its jowls and the fire of madness in its eyes. Without a word 
Acturius flew between the creature and its victim and fired 
three silver shafted arrows as if they were one. Momentum 
collided the monster into the meadow-mite, and it grappled 
with a warrior who was only one-tenth its size. 
Acturius had abandoned his bow after the third shot and had 
begun to draw his sword when the creature grabbed him. He 
then found his arms pinned to his side and felt the beast'~ foul 
breath on his nee~. ~trugqling with ~ ~ might, the fairy 
111
a11aged to get hiS nqht arm free. H1s nght fist struck out at 
the creature's throat and made savage contact with the wind-
·pe. The creature's pain caused him to loosen his hold 
p~ough for the warrior's flashing blade to be unsheathed. 
8 Just ;lS the swing came from Acturius' sword the fairy made 
illlpact with the ground in a numbing. thump. The collision 
separated the. two ~a~tlers, and the fa1ry rolled to his feet and 
leapt to the au, gammg the advantage of being above the 
·gantic creature. The beast was only a micro-second behind 
~e warrior in recovery, and had also made to the air before 
the fairy could turn to attack. Only Acturius' great agility 
saved him from a fatal swipe of the bat-thing's foul claws. 
LucltilY the three arrows still protruding from the creature's 
chest slowed it enough for the fairy to dive under its swincr and 
bury his sword into its black heart. The creature's ey~s 
rounded in amazement and pain as it fell backward and 
crashed to the ground, dead. 
The meadow-mite landed at the side of the carcass and with-
drew his sword. He turned to face the fallen elf, only to find 
that Kit had disappeared sometime during the short battle. 
Muttering an ancient curse, the fairy sheathed his sword and 
darted off in the direction ?f the castle. Urgency did not lessen 
the despair he felt in failing his mission. 
IV: POUNAR 
The assembled army of the "Free Men of Shoat" now stood 
outside his tent, awaiting the final proclamation of war, and 
the leader was not happy. Two weeks was much too little time 
to form a fighting force from a group of subjugated slaves. For 
all his speeches and posturings, Polinar was not at all sure of 
this war's outcome. The enemy was too mysterious, there were 
still too many unanswered questions. Of his own peoples' 
bravery and determination he was sure, but was he simply 
sending them to an ineffectual death? Better to have stayed a . 
· penniless farmer than to have that doom on his conscience for 
the rest of his life. 
What had possessed him to form this "Free Nation" he still 
didn' t know. The rumor had been circulating that Gar was 
locking across the wide-world in fear . For the first time in 
three centuries his attention was turned from Shoat, and the 
men of the countzy had one chance, and one only, to act . Why 
he was the one to see this, he could not say. Why the others 
listened and followed, risking their homes, their families, and 
their lives on what appeared to be a foolish venture, he could 
not even begin to imagine. That it was happening was in-
credible; that he had started it all was astounding. 
He gave a sigh and slung the sword sheath around his waist · 
as one unaccustom.ed to its weight. With a grimly determined 
face he strode out of the tent and faced the five hundred men 
awaiting him. In the distance he could see the fearsome castle 
he proposed to breach. At that moment he resigned himself to 
play the part he had made for himself, and to die as the hero 
he was not . 
"Men of Shoat, we go to our deaths!" he shouted. "Let not 
one among us quail at the thought, for the prize we seek, even 
though it be unreachable, is worth a thousand times one 
thousand deaths!" He looked up at the castle and noted the 
black smoke spewing from its chimneys. "If so much as one 
man lives to tell of the (lttempt on !he Dark Wizard, we will be 
victorious. Now forth! The final march awaits us, and the all 
enfolding arms of DEATH! ! ! " 
As one, the men turned and began a final grim march, 
indeed, not one among them felt valorous or heroic to any 
extent. And in his dark throne room, Gar sneered. 
V: SLINKER 
Kit awoke and found himself in total darkness. The coolness 
of the air indicated that he was deep in the earth. The only 
sounds were the scurzying of rats and the slow drip of water 
splashing in a pool. He was unbound, but his pack had 
been lost in his struggle to escape from the slimy creatures 
that had grabbed him and bore him toward the castle. There 
he had faced an ancient wizard, dark of featur,. who had hissed 
at him in disgust. 
As his eyes grew accustomed to the sparse light, Kit began 
to search about for an avenue of escape. The only way out that 
he could see was the staircase, which he was sure was well 
guarded above. He had resigned himself to waiting for some 
unlikely rescue when he spied a torch flicker descending the 
stairs. Hiding himself in the shadows, he steeled himself to 
what he felt would be a last effort of a doomed being. The 
creature that held the torch was awesome to behold. Full 
thrice Kit's height, the creature was blacker than the night. 
The only distinguishing features were its glowing red eyes a!ld 
pearl white teeth. Its hoary claws wrapped around the torch, 
its grip threatening to break the stick in two. Hissing breath 
came from its mouth, and Kit despaired any glimmer of hope. 
The monster spotted Kit in an instant, and the elf was too 
frightened by its form to even attempt to flee. Incredulously, 
the creature didn't pounce on his victim, but picked the 
trembling elf up almost delicately and bore him to a wall 
opposite the pool. There the monster touched a hidden stud, 
and the wall opened to reveal a cavern which Kit was carried 
down with great swiftness. 
After a few minutes of travel, Kit could feel that they were 
ascending, and a light in the distance indicated an opening to 
the sun. In a short time, Kit, again in the open air, and to his 
amazement he was greeted by a haggard and scarred meadow-
mite. 
"Acturius!" the elf exclaimed, only to be silenced by the 
warrior's grim visage. 
"This creature is Slinker, a former servant of Gar. Unknow!l 
to the Dark Lord, he has broken free of Gar's mental spell and 
is now his most dangerous. With this one's help, the 
day may still be won. Have you still the amulet?" 
"Yes," replied the elf, taking the chain from about his neck. 
"Keep it for a while yet, but be ready to give it to me on a 
second's notice." Kit. replaced the chain around his neck, 
noticing for the first time the great weight it was. 
"Now we must return to the dungeon, there to play the final 
act ot this grim play." With these words the fairy fluttered 
into the tunnel, with Kit and the shuffling Slinker close be-
hind. 
"Well, Elf!" he spat the last word with vehmence. "I hope 
you feel that your holy cause . was a just one, for now it is 
ended. All your elfishness can't save you from my enchant-
ments now!" 
Kit lashed out with a boot and connected with the wizard's 
face, barely brushing his cheek. Gar howled in abject pain and 
smoke arose from the point of contact. Kit watched in amaze- -
ment as a blood red scar formed on the wizard's cheek and he 
VI: RANCUD 
But Gar proved to be not as foolish as the trio had supposed. 
"Finally that turncoat creature shows his hand," he muttered, 
gazing into the pool. "Let them return to this dungeon. I shall 
make it their death trap. But other matters precede them." 
The Wizard lifted his hands to the air, and then cast them as if 
throwing a great weight to the floor . With a flash and scent of 
brimstone he disappeared from the dungeon and reappeared 
on a precipice overlooking the army of the Free Men of ~hoat. 
Surrounding him were the winged creatures of h1s creahon. 
Demons all, with foul weapons of devious design, they a walled 
his signal to destroy the pitiful group below. 
writhed in agony . · 
Suddenly Gar seemed to grow filling the throne room with 
his presence. "Fool of an ELF! i will see you destroyed!" 
With a wave of his hand, he summoned a dark monster from 
the back of the room, who grabbed Kit and threw him down 
the stairwell, where he fell unconscious and was bore to the 
dungeon he now occupied. 
Gar sneered once again at the crowd, and turned to the 
commander of his demon horde. "Now, and be quick about it . 
1 want no flourish.es or grand speeches . I only want this insur-
rection over." The demon grunted his acknowledgment and 
turned to leave. "And commander," the Wizard added, 
waiting for the creature to turn to him once ag~in, "bring me 
Polinar's liver, warm." With that he entered h1s castle proper 
once again. He turned down a hallway and entered one of the 
many treasure rooms of the fortress of Shoat. "Now for the 
three fools in the dungeon," he muttered . Suddenly from the 
window came a buzzing of what seemed to be a million bees. A 
dark cloud made up of the ten thousand fairies of the army of 
the meadow-mites approached with Rangid the fearless at the 
head, astride a giant dragonfly. ·Gar's eyes widened in amaze-
ment as he turned and leaped across the room toward a chest 
in the corner. 
Before his feet agian touched ground, hundreds of arrows 
imbedded themselves into his clothing, and a full score of the 
front line were upon him, their swords thirsting for his blood. 
"AWAy!!" Gar shrieked, throwing fireballs from his hands, 
searing the life from the first wave of attackers. But still they 
swarmed about him. 
Gar managed to open the chest with one hand while protect-
ing his eyes from a hundred gleaming swords with another. 
His cloak was in tattered shreds, his body a bloody mass. 
Suddenly his gnarled hand closed about the object of his 
search; a Staff of Destruction that had been kept in the. chest 
for three hundred years. A blinding flash cast the warners . 
from his body, and he held the staff with both hands above h1s 
head. "Behold the weapon of death!" he shouted, "Behold 
Balinor' s Bane! ! ! ! " 
With this cry he pointed the staff at Rangid and a great 
flame spewed forth, consuming the fairy king completely. 
With a great sweep of the fiery staff, the army was decimated 
and the remaining warriors were forced to flp,. from the castle. 
Gar flew from the room and leaped down-ihe .tairs, there to 
meet the three remaining adversaries just eme;ging from the 
tunnel. With a roar, both Acturius and Slinker leapt as one. The 
Wizard's eyes gleamed cruelly as he acteC. wnn an unbelieve-
able swiftness. With the staff he struck Slinker full in the 
chest, turning the creatu.re instantly into a pile of grey ash. He 
caught Acturius easily with his other hand. He held the 
meadow-mite about his chest, ;:.i, ··.ing him helplessly. "Fool of 
a creation," he adressed the ash at his feet. "What I create I 
can destroy easily. And you," he sneered at the fairy trapped 
in his grasp, "I've just destroyed a thousand of your race with 
but a gesture. You are insignificant to me." With this he 
threw the meadow-mite across the dungeon, where he landed 
just at the edge of the dripping pool. 
"And now," he sneered, "even elves are vunerable to the 
staff." Gar approached Kit, who was trembling in fright, 
pinned against the wall . 
VII: BALINOR. 
"Now, Kit! The Amulet!!" shouted Acturius . Kit astounded 
himself by acting as swiftly as he did. The necklace seemed to 
leap of its own accord into his hand. Kit turned to toss it to the 
fairy . 
"Not at me, the STAFF!!" shouted the warrior as a flame 
spout of death flashed toward him from the weapon in the dark 
wizard's hands. Immediately Kit obeyed the final instructions 
and flung the amulet at the staff. 
Immediately the staff was consumed by a flash of light' that 
caused Gar to jumJ:. back in amazement. Suddenly there grew 
a glowing visage, a full twenty feet in height, of a wizened old 
man with an 11ncient-lined face . His eyes gleamed and he 
carried a light smile just as he had so many years before . 
"Well, Gar," the apparition boomed forth. "It seems that the 
gambit paid off after all. You never did learn how dangerous 
the elves really were, did you? I made them for one purpose, 
you know ." He turned and smiled at Kit. "And you, little one, 
you've proved worthy of all the years I surrendered for your 
creation . You've made me happy indeed ." 
Gar was plastered against the wall, his eyes gleaming in the 
madness of realization. "NO!!!!! I will NOT be defeated!!!!" 
he shouted, flinging himself forward, his entire body glowing. 
"You didn't lose, Gar. You had three centuries of rule. And 
in exchange, I now have eternity." With this Balinor titlted 
back his head and let out a booming laugh, and the two 
wizards disappeared from the face of the world forever . 
EPILOGUE: Day One Million of the Happy Years 
The free peoples of the world once again gathered to 
celebrate the rule of Balinor. 
"Tell the story" demanded one of the youngsters . "It's ti -
to hear the story. "An old man raised himself slowly to his feet 
and gazed out over the crowd of men, elves and fairies. 
Looking past them he saw the green pastures and golden fields 
of what was now named Kitar, formerly Shoat. The River Rosen 
glinted purely in the sunlight, giving its life to the earth. H~ 
gazed towards the clear blue skies overhead and reached out 
remember. 
"It was the deepest he had ever gone into the mire" he 
began," and his curiosity was slowly becoming buffered by 
fear. . . . . " 
And although they had heard the story a thousand times 
before, the assembled people listened in silence. 
Elections have often fallen prey to tampering. In "The Election, " a mistake almost -
led to disaster. Instead it merely spawned a different reality. 
THE ELECTION 
"Who ya gonna vote for ?", asked Kern. 
"I don't know", said his friend with total indifference. "Why?" 
"I remember my dad told me all about that voting process back then, he said that 
people used to have to leave their houses, (if you call those things houses) and go for 
kilometers, just to push a button on a machine ... ," then added, "Dad also said that 
for awhile only people over 21 could vote, but then later was lowered to 18, gosh now 
you vote when you get to 10." (Kern was lllf.l, if you asked him). 
Maybe an exploration of Kern's lifestyle· is in order: Well; his family is in the 
middle class, you know-- 2 ion powered strato cars, a heliport, visitanium--that's like 
what TV was, but with visitanium (that's visual instantaneous) you can just zoom in 
on anything public without leaving your room. Like I said middle class, you know. 
Well, anyway, in Kern's age1 all you have to do to vote is select "Public Election" . 
on your VT and push a button. 
Then Kern said to Mike, a close friend but with a definite defect: he still had an 
old-world traditional name; just an Earth name--how boring! ''You know dad told me 
one story that I don't think I'll every forget." Translated into the language of a 
young boy, that means about 4 months. 
"Anyway," Kern said, "once Dad told me that a real long time ago, before VT and 
everything, there almost stopped being a unified government, or the U.S.A., I think 
they called it." 
• 'You re crazy,'' added Mike, rather respectfully, for Kern was several inches taller 
than he was. 
"Bet you a million zillion credits," said Kern a bit perturbed. 
But all Mike could say to back down gracefully from such a substantial bet was: 
"Go on, but don't drag it out like a clogged ionizer." 
"Alright, but listen," said Kern, not a little aggravated 
-''I'm listenin' . ~· said Mike. 
"Anyway, like I was saying, Dad said that once the people back then were really 
stupid, they didn't care about who ran what, or who did what, as long as they didn't 
get caught at it." 
- "You're joking," said Mike, but was silenced by a glare of Kern's eyes. 
You see Kern and Mike lived in an age where schooling started at the age of 2 
years, that is the basics. But when they were 5 years old they started 
Micro-Economics, World Govt. History, and Social Directives. So when they reached 
voting age at 10, they knew more than the average man about such topics as 
mentioned above. 
"Dad said," Kern started again, "that in one certain election year in the 1970's or 
1980's, he's not sure, but he said that something went wrong. It was something, way 
back, when you had to be 18 to vote, and there were only 2 major parties." 
"He said that both men were good. By the way only men ran for office. Anyway, 
dad said that neither one was outstanding in his field. Everything was going good 
right up to election day, and everybody was predicting and betting on which of the 2 
men would win. But that night when the returns came out, they didn't have instant 
returns then." A look of astonishment passed over Mike's face, but quickly passed 
and gave way to natural amazement. "It seems," Kern continued, "that just about 
the whole country forgot about the other guy's who were running for coordinator". 
Mike added, "That is President, not coordinator," who also remembered. his' 
history. · 
"Oh yeah, I remember. Well, just when it was about over, this one guy from the, 
let's see ... the Communist party I think it was, started getting a lot of votes." 
"What's a communist?" Mike asked. 
Kern said, · ''It was some guy who believed in slavery and killing people for no 
reason and only lettin' the rich live .. . " As you can see, their education was lacking in 
some areas. 
"Anyway," Kern started again, "this guy started gaining on the other two and no 
one could figure out why, until someone remembered the new voting rule, the 18 
year olds. They were just intellectually inferior to us nowadays. It seems they were 
doing it, voting for him, as a joke or protest or something." 
"Well dad said that it would have been funny if just a few did it, but somehow 
they all did it at the same time, and this Communist guy was starting to win. Dad 
said people were getting scared, I mean really scared ... " 
"Why?", asked Mike. 
"Cause he was a communist," Kern answered rather shortly. 
"Oh" , said Mike, but he really didn't understand. 
"So then it really busted open, all of the results were in and were being added up. 
And when the announcement came out that this Communist guy had won, people 
were ready to vaporize themselves." 
"Aw c'mon," said Mike, but thought better of it and added, "Really?" 
"Yep," said Kern, "people were ready to move or die or be killed or anything. 
But this guy went on TV and thank everyone and said he would do a good job. But 
before he took over office, someone found out that he wasn't born in the country and 
so he couldn't be President. Well, there was a big debate, rather heated actually, 
and he finally backed down." 
"Gosh", said Mike, "do you think all that's true?" 
"I don't know," Kern answered, "but one thing's for sure, they sure were dumb 
back then." 
l"•i ~· ·~ .!' > 
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We sometimes happen upon a dream that provides 
reality to our wakeful fantasy. Our dreams give 
meaning to the deeper mysteries and hidden impuses 
that govern our lives. In "The Welcoming, " the 
dreamer meets his master. 
THE WELCOMING 
The pillar stood before me as ominous as the shadow 
of death. l felt sensations of heat, as if someone had run 
a hot brass poker down my spine. The cold blackness of 
the pillar sent its fingers of terror thru my body, but I 
stood fast, trying not to show my fear. My hands were 
warm and perspiration ran slowly down my back. My 
head throbbed as the hum of vibrations from the pillar 
became louder and louder. It sought thru many worlds 
to find the truth of man and as man I W8S under study. I 
began to experience pain in all parts of my body as a 
light from the pillar glided up and down, exploring me. 
Its light continued to glide, stopping at different levels 
to examine all vital organs. My pain was so great that I 
felt faint. The light stopped as I swayed and again my 
body felt normal. Without the thought, I turned around 
as if someone moved me. The pillar's light then focused 
on the back of my head and I felt someone fingering my 
mind as if I were the pages of a book. The recesses of 
my unconscious began to rise to thought. 
All the haunts and horrors approached me at once. I 
·grabbed my head to stop this insanity, but it persisted. I 
began to see my thoughts of horror before me as real 
images. Blood and raw flesh touched my hands, and the 
smell made me tum my head to avoid it. I £ d it hard 
to breathe and gasped heavily. My knees folded and 
vomit flowed to the floor below me. I screamed for my 
life to end as all the horror of mankind entered my 
mind. Blood and bright colors flashed before me, loud 
voices screamed and echoed thru my unconscious. I saw 
my mindexplodedandwith a final blast of light I fell into 
total darkness. · , 
Again the pillar stood before me. I trembled like a 
convicted murderer before the gallows. The pillar spoke · 
the comandments I knew so well and explained each of 
man's violations. My black robe, drenched in 
perspiration, stuck to my body as the cold air swirled 
around me. I undid my collar and stuck it in my pocket 
as I had done thousands of times before. My thoughts 
of my faith were destroyed, my life as a priest wasted. 
The pillar spoke the words I knew so well: "Enter my 
son, this is the house of the Lord, you are welcome." 
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-Kickers Win Their First. 
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By MICHAEL BLOESCHE The big problem for the 
"How sweet it is I" These Rangers this year is not a 
were the thoughts of Soc~r lack o~ talen~, but a lack of 
Coach Brian Walsh and hts expertence tn playing to-
team after their first win of' gether · Regis has not been 
the season against . a tough at. all impress~ve in passing 
Arapahoe Communtty Coil- thts year, thts is due to 
ege team. The Ranger's out- plarers not knowing where 
scored ACC 6-5 before a thetr teammates are on the 
good home crowd. field. This problem should 
The Rangers had dropped be easy for a capable coach 
their first three . COf:ltests of to solve. The only other 
'77 and for a while it looked weak spot on the team 
as if they just couldn't win. appears to be at the goalie 
Their opening game of the position, but With a little 
season was against a very more experience and more 
classy Metro State team who · help from the defensive 
many think will have no people, goalie Jim Marten 
problem in taking the con- should work out just fine. 
ference. Metro had an easy While these. probiems 
time of downing the Rangers were not solved during the 
6-0. Regis then traveled to Ranger's first victory you 
the University of Denver could see improvement in 
only to lose 4-1, then back some of the mid-field pass-
home to face the University ing. Howeyer, as the Ran- · 
of Colorado who downed the gers approached the ACC 
Ranger S-1. goal, their passing broke 
down. The Rangers' goals 
came as the result of exem-
plary individual effort. Den-
nis McGrath was outstand-
ing in scoring three goals 
and two assists, while Chris 
McGrath was all over the 
field and scored ·one goal. 
The other goal was put in by 
Frank Paddon on a fine shot. 
Regis was awarded their 
sixth goal when the ACC 
goalie fell in the goal and 
into the net after makmg a 
save. 
The Rangers now ha~e a 
string of away games before 
they return home on October 
18 to face Rockmont College. 
H they want to come home 
~th a winning record, they 
had better learn the merits · 
of working together a~ a 
team or talk to Mr. & Mrs. 
McGrath about sending a 
few more soccer players 
around. 
LSTEVEDlXCm Pre-Dixons 1 
INTRAMURALS Pros ... Denver 14 o:ver 
"It'll Do" has been test-
ed, and even though they 
aren't near the strength of 
last year's team, this is a new 
year, and once again they 
are the best. TKO offered 
virtually no offense with 
quarterback J abczenski out. 
"It'll Do" mustered over 30 
points and won with relative 
ease. 
Today the PJ's face the 
tough It'll Do squad. Though 
the offensive and defensive 
lines of the PJ's are supris-
ingly tough, and there is 
little doubt that they have 
the best ground game in 
intramurals, they still will 
fall short in their attempt to 
beat the best. With quarter-
back and team lead~r Ji~ 
Plucinski out, the PJ's will be 
hard pressed to score. Once 
again Terry Soley will have 
enough time to position all 
of his fingers correctly and 
scout the field over, looking 
for an open receiver. His 
offensive line is great. A 
close one, but It'll Do will 
win by 7. 
TKO 6 over Deads. . . K.C: . .. Atlanta vs. San Fran 
Quasars 12 over Bamfers. . . you pick it ... Minny 4 over 
CR 2 over MOP ... Buzzards Detroit ... Pitt 7 over H(>Us-
1 over Greeks Pick (ouch). . . ton ... Bait 6 over Miami. .. 
It'll Do 40 over No Shows. . . New England 16 over Seat-
Buzzards 7 over Bamfers. . . tie ... San Diego and New 
It'll Do 40 over Deads (up Orleans even ... Buffalo 1 
from 39) ... Greeks Pick 6 over the Jets ... Cincy: 10 
over Bamfers ... TKO 7 over over Green Bay ... LAS over 
MOP. . . Chicago ... Philly 6 over :NY 
Womens I.M.: Look for Giants ... Dallas 3 over St 
No Great Loss and Blitz- Louis. . .Oakland 4 over 
turkeys to have little trouble Oeaveland. . . Tampa Bay 
in their second week con- will lose again by 12: to 
tests. Hells Belles could Wash ... 
surprise a lot of teams. BASEBALL 
Ryan's Hope has little, if Without offending :too 
anything, to hope for. Mixed many Philadelphia people, 
· Nuts and Namfers are just the mighty Phils will fall 
also rans, but they do have short of the Dodgers in ; the 
cute names, don't they? NL pennant race. The Amer-
College games this week 
Notre Dame 20 over 
Army. . .ASU 20 over New 
Mexico ... Colo 7 over Okla 
St. . .So Cal 4 over Ala-
bama. . .Nebraska 24 over 
Kansas St. . .Oklahoma 2 
over Texas (up from 1). . 
UCLA 7 over Stanford .. . 
Florida 8 over Tennessee .. . 
Mich 12 over Mich St. . . 
ican League looks like the 
mighty Yanks. They have 
won as many games this 
month as their counterpart 
K.C. The Yanks did it when 
they had to hold off the Red 
Sox and the Orioles 
Though it's tough to count 
the Royals out, I give ·the 
Yankees the slight edge. 
(K.C. rooters can book your 
bets with "D"). 
Raquetteers Go On The Road 
By DENNIS PIMPLE 
The Regis Women's Ten-
nis Team will go on the road 
starting tomorrow, playing 
four matches in three days. 
Coach Julie Caron expressed 
confidence in the upcoming 
games, despite this year's 
previous record. 
The team is lead by coach 
Julie Caron and tennis men-
tor John "Red" Headberg, 
Coach Caron says, "Every-
one is excited to travel and 
play some verv tough comp-
etition:'.' The team is looking 
toward a year of constructive 
rebuilding. 
This is Julie's first year as 
the Women's coach. She's 
been playing for ten years, 
and is currently teaching out 
of Love Tennis near the 
college. 
The first match of the road 
tour will be against USC at 
Pueblo starting at 2:00PM .. 
Then the team will travel to 
Gunnison for Friday and 
Saturday's conference tourn-
~air" 
The 1977-78 Women's Tennis Team (Top L-R): Sandy Ellis, 
Maureen Brinck, Heather Powers, Julie Caron (Coach); 
(Bottom L-R); Elaine Jabszenski (Team Captain), Cynthia 
Brinck, Tricia Mikan. 
ament. 
Tournament play starts 
Friday at 2:00 PM when the 
girls play Mesa College. 
There are two matches Sat-
urday, Regis vs. Fort Lewis 
at 9:00 AM, and against 
Western State at 12:00. 
I 
Women's Volleyball 
October 7-8 
October 11 
October 15 
October 18 
October 18 
October 20 
October 29 
November 1 
November 3 
November 4 
November 8 
November 10 
November 11 
November 11 
November 12 
November 18 
October 7 
October 11 
October 14 
October 18 
October 25 
October 27 
November 1 
November 5 
November 15 
Tournament at USC 
University of Northern Colo. 
U.S. Air Force Academy 
Colorado College 
Colorado School of Mines 
University of Denver (scrim) 
University of Southern Colo. 
Colorado State University (jv) 
Colorado Women's College 
Metro State College . 
Colorado State University (jv) 
University of N. Colo. (jv) 
Colorado College 
Colorado School of Mines 
University of Southern Colo. 
Regionals at Forth Lewis Col. 
1977 Soccer Schedule 
University of Colorado 
Arapahoe Community College 
Colorado State University 
Rockmont College 
Metro State College 
Colorado School of Mines 
University of Denver 
Utah State Tournament 
Colorado College 
*Utah State Tournament tentative 
at Pueblo 
at Regis 
at USAF A 
at Golden 
at Golden 
at Regis 
at Pueblo 
at Ft. Collins 
atCWC 
at Regis 
at Regis 
at Greely 
atCC 
at CC 
at Regis 
at Durango 
atCU 
atACC 
at CSU 
at Regis 
at Metro 
at Regis 
at regis 
at Logan 
at Regis 
DUE TO AN UNDERWHELMING RESPONSE, WE PRESENT THE FUNNY PAGE IN A MUCH CONDENSED FORM 
Tales 
By PARIS HALL 
Most of you diligent read-
ers will remember me (Lon-
don) from my last column 
concerning the Typical Regis 
Student. I've been needled 
so much about my name that 
I think I'm going to change 
it, have a nose job, and hitch 
hike to Hawaii. 
Anyway, yesterday I 
tapped on a student's door, 
notebook and press card in 
hand. When · the occupant 
stuck her head out into the 
~all, I began pleasantly, 
Good afternoon; I'm a 
reporter for the Gilded Burnt 
Sie~a. I'm looking for the 
TypiCal Regis Student. May 
I come in?" The girl nodded 
and stepped aside so I could 
s~ueeze past into the spa-
ctous dorm room. I com-
mented on a handwritten 
manuscript that I noticed as 
I seated myself. "Hey, 
you're in the same English 
class as I. When is that 
paper due anyway?" I asked 
conversationally. 
"One of these nights," 
she replied. 
"Oh," I wasn't expecting 
~· "When are you going 
/ 
From • ~.~~.~ .. ~~ 
to hand yours in?" "When and where did all 
"In the year 2525," she this happen?" If I got the 
said without blinking an who, what, where, when, 
eyelash. why and skip the how, I'd 
"Oh,'' I chuckled humor- have a hot story! 
lessly. I motioned to a "Saturday in the park.' 6 
picture of a real good-look- "Where's the cad now?" I 
ing guy. "Who is that?" showed off my knowledge of 
"Mr. Bojangles." she foreign languages. 
stood akimbo in the middle "Blowin' in the win4," 
of the room. she smirked. 
''Oh my, what does one • 'And how are you taking 
say to Mr. Bojangles?" I it?" 
said in my 'you're pulling "Feelin' stronger every 
my leg' tone of voice. day," she smiled. 
"Help me make it through "Oh my gosh!" I slapped 
the night.'' my forehead. "I forgot to 
"What does he say to ask the most important 
that?" 1 was curious. (Nosey questions. What is your 
is the word.) name? 
"Lay lady lay.'' "Angie Baby." 
" And you said?" "And where are you 
pron.pted. from?" I was feel i1<,., profes-
"A;, I ever need is you. " sional again. 
• And he said?" "Margaritaville. " 
" Say, has anybody seen I thanked her and stepped 
my sweet Sophomore into the hall, "By the way, 
Suzie?" do you know what time it 
" Oh that's terrible; what is?" I asked, ready to adjust 
did ydu tell the jerk?" I my unwound watch. 
sympathized. ''Does anybody really 
"That ain't no way to know what time it is?" she 
treat a lady. Never gonna said as she shut the door in 
fall in love again," she my face. 
BABA; . 
The Campus Stud did 
little for helping me get a 
date for the Frolic. After 
following his advice, though. 
I have nine new enemies, 
and one black eye. The best 
response I got was a defiant 
"NO!". But I'm still not 
. discouraged. Please give me 
a sure-fire method for get-
ting a date for the next 
dance. 
Your devoted disciple 
Tommy Weber 
You see, I have w~med 
my disciples against FALSE 
GURUS many times. The 
great spirit has warned that 
the anti-Christ would strike 
on the Twentieth century. I 
pass this divine knowledge 
on to my disiples, so that 
they may live and grow. So 
to speak. 
I remember once when I 
was but a young yogi. I fell 
in love with a high spirited 
Mahamathma (which means 
"Great Sole"). Her skin was 
e everpresent BABA: 
"Who says meditation can't 
be fun?" 
First, I found a dead ele-
phant. After cutting away its 
trunk and pickling it for forty 
days in the sweetest of pine-
apple juice, I placed it on an 
oaken tub, prayed to Brama 
for guidance, and danced on 
it all night, praying the holy 
mantras· and shakin' my 
booty. 
After the chutney had 
reached the correct consis-
tency, I jarred it in blessed 
bottles, set it afire and 
placed it in front of her 
house, all the while chantin* 
"Gwaka Mola Coma Pata ' 
(meaning "Love, love me 
do"). Her mother called 
the Indian law enforcement 
agencies and I spent the 
evening meditating with the 
cockroaches in the English 
dungeons. 
Perhaps you should come 
to my office (lovingly known 
as Sangi La) on the fourth 
floor of West Hall, where 
the moon sets and the 
sparrows perch. Om Shakiti 
Shakiti Om. 
*** 
translucent blue, she wore 
the berries of the cran under 
her eyes, her sari was 
wrapped about her delicate 
frame in a most provocative Schend yer schtuff to Ask 
manner, and her mouthwash Baba, <-are of this newspaper 
The " Groovy Guru" (as h: 
had just a hint of mint. Her calls himself) will reply in as 
gospel was simple: "Love derogatory manner as possi-
freely and purposefully •" . ble. Monetary donations 
and I responded as any should be sent to 211 Student 
young Indian boy would. Center. 
-
.. 
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Any announcements, ads, or 
personal messages will be 
printed free as space permits. 
All submissions should be in 
no later than Friday 
before pubiication. Send to 
the Brown & Gold office, 
second floor of the Student 
Center. 
***** 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING-
SOc a page; t itle page free. 
Bring papers to Paris in 204 
DeSmet. 
The newly-revived Denver 
Club is sponsoring F.A.C. in 
the Belial Bar and Game 
Room next Friday starting at 
3:00 PM. Featured will be 
Fr. Mike Tueth, SJ, at-large 
strange person. He's bring-
ing Mother Manguard, Joe 
Regis, and who knows who 
else with hiin. Come and 
socialize with us. 
* * * * * 
Mark (on fourth floor) , 
I Love you . 
The girl you met at the party. ***** Tomorrow night, Thurs-
day, Oct . 6, at 9:00 PM, 
there will be a meeting of all 
KRCR personnel on the 
second floor of the Student 
Center . All interested people 
are also urged to attend. 
* * * * * Julie, 
I'm not sorry. 
Paul, _ * * • • • 
How's Ya Russian? 
Greg 
Olga 
r-------------------------, 
l Oil change for I 
r small clia,:h Puioha.. 
·ss.ct :·-J® 
(Plus Tax) r - -
PHILLIPS 
w 
':,;.1 ,1 
--· 
lh·nuti!Jl ... Jil~lt·.~-.fl;Hit· 
PO·l Oil FILTER "'"'' ... ,;,,"""' "'" 
;s, A pn·n_lltllllfi_IJt·r;tt thi._ 
=:----.~ -.pt·t'l;tl pnn· . 
.. 8~1~9 "this. coupon in for 
an oil change and lube. 
NORTH FEDERAL 
''66'' SERVICE 
5000 FEDERAL BLVD. 
~-------------------------~ 
Take a 
SEMESTER 
AT SEA with the 
Institute for Shipboard 
Education and the Univer-
sity of Colorado. 
Let this unique inter· 
national program add an 
important dimension to your 
undergraduate experience. 
Each semester the S.S. 
Universe* --the education 
ship- sails to fascinating 
areas of the world. 
Fully accredited. courses 
transferable. 
Next sailing: Around· 
the-world, Spring Semester. 
1978. 
For further information: 
Institute For Shipboard Education 
Taj Mahal Building- Suite 206 
P.O. Box 2488, Laguna Hills, CA 92653 
CALL TOLL FREE (800) 854·0195 
· *18,000.ton, Liberian registry 
We alao provide original 
research -- all llelda. 
Theala and diMertatlon 
a-.latanca elao available. 
RESEARCH 
Assistance 
ALL SUBJECTS 
Choose from our library of 7,000 topics. 
All papers have been prepared by our 
staff of professional writers to insure 
excellence. Send $1.00 (air mail 
postage) for the current edition of our 
mail order catalog . 
r~~CATIO_N,_A_L·-. s·-v-·s-T,_E_M,-S.-·-----1 
P.O. Box 25916-E, 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025 
Name _____________ __ 
Address-------------
City-----------------
State ___ Zip------
THE BROWN & GOLD Wednesday, October 5, 1977 
The National Poetry Press 
announces their College Po-
etry Review. Any student 
attending either junior or 
senior colleges may submit 
his verse . There is no 
limitation as to form or 
theme, but shorter works are 
preferred. 
Each poem must be typed 
on a separate sheet, bearinw 
student's name, home add-
ress, and college address. 
Manuscripts should be sent 
to: National Poetry Press, 
Office of the Press, Box 218, 
Agoura, CA 91301. 
* * * * • 
Doug, 
I loved it . Let's go swimming 
again. 
Your wiggling "T" 
* * * ~ * 
I threw out the banana bread, 
but please come home any-
way. 
Mass Sehedule 
The Regis Christian Invol-
vement Community (RCIC), 
will hold a paper drive from 
September 26th to noon 
October 7th. Start saving 
your newspapers, computer 
cards, and tabulation cards. 
Bring them to the Regis 
High School Bookstore or 
contact Brother Joe, S.J. at 
ext. 292. 
The trailer that they have 
will be parked at the East 
entrance of the Pink Palace. 
Proceeds from the drive 
will go towards the Father 
Maguire Perpetual Memor-
ial Student Scholarship 
Fund. 
They need your help once 
again . 
* * * • * 
Buzz; 
Have you seen Hedda lately? 
Let me know if she gets up to 
see you. 
Daily 
7:00AM 
12:10 PM 
4:45PM 
10:00 PM 
All Masses are in 
the Sangre De 
Christo Chapel, ex-
cept the 10:00 PM 
daily Mass, which 
is celebrated in the 
0' Connell Hall 
Chapel. All mem-
bers of the Regis 
~ommunity are in-
vited to attend. 
FM 
Fort Collins, Colorado Announces to the 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN LISTENING AUDIENCE. 
Sunday 
10:30 AM 
7:00PM 
9:00PM 
NEW (FROM 25,000) BROADCAST POWER 
100,000 WATTS OF , 
P•ec••IIIY. (IT····) .£.1e 
93.3 ON YOUR FM DIAL 
.. . 
••• 0 •• • •• 
.. .. .... 
KTCL-FM 
Music for the Creative Listener 
~J-_ ·:::· 
AN ~<@' ALF M. LANDON RADIO STATION · Fort Collins. CO · Lynn B. Reed • General Manager 
